Abstract. We consider generalized exponents of a finite reflection group acting on a real or complex vector space V . These integers are the degrees in which an irreducible representation of the group occurs in the coinvariant algebra. A basis for each isotypic component arises in a natural way from a basis of invariant generalized forms. We investigate twisted reflection representations (V tensor a linear character) using the theory of semi-invariant differential forms. Springer's theory of regular numbers gives a formula when the group is generated by dim V reflections. Although our arguments are case-free, we also include explicit data and give a method (using differential operators) for computing semi-invariants and basic derivations. The data give bases for certain isotypic components of the coinvariant algebra.
Introduction
Real and complex finite reflection groups exhibit fascinating numerology. The exponents and coexponents of the group arise in numerous ways, for example, as the degrees of the reflection representation and its dual in the coinvariant algebra and also as the degrees of generating invariant differential forms and derivations. We investigate the numerology of twisted reflection representations here.
Let V := C and recall that a reflection is an element of GL(V ) whose fixed point set is a hyperplane in V . Let G be a reflection group, i.e., a finite subgroup of GL(V ) generated by reflections. Such groups are often called pseudo-reflection groups and include the Weyl and Coxeter groups. (See Orlik and Terao [12] , Kane [5] , orM dim M for some homogeneous subspaces M i M of degree e i (M ). We call e 1 (M ), e 2 (M ), . . . , e dim M (M ) the M-exponents. For any linear character χ of G, the χ-exponent is the C χ -exponent, denoted e(χ). Let m 1 , . . . , m be the Vexponents, called the exponents of the group, and assume that m 1 ≤ . . . ≤ m .
Similarly, let m
We consider twisted reflection representations of the group G and relate components of the coinvariant algebra to differential forms. Identify Ω p := S ⊗ p V * with the space of differential p-forms on V and set Ω :
be the usual exterior derivative and let vol be the volume form on V (defined up to a nonzero scalar). Note that dx = 1 ⊗ x under the identification Ω 0 = S for any x in V * . Semi-invariant differential forms are related to certain isotypic components of the coinvariant algebra. Consider a linear character of the reflection group, χ : G → C * . We call χV := V ⊗ C χ (or χV * := V * ⊗ C χ ) a twisted reflection representation. If G is irreducible, the last proposition implies that an S G -basis of (Ω 1 )
G yields a linear basis for the isotypic component of the coinvariant algebra whose type is χV .
We recall some facts about invariant differential forms and derivations. Let f 1 , . . . , f be a set of basic invariants. The exterior derivative d commutes with the group action on Ω and df 1 , . . . , df are invariant 1-forms. These forms generate (S ⊗ V * ) G as a free S G -module. The exponents of the group are thus the integers
Similarly, we regard S ⊗ V as the S-module of derivations (or vector fields) on V . Generators of (S ⊗V ) G over S G are called basic derivations (see [12, Def. 6 .50]). The (polynomial) degrees of a set of homogeneous basic derivations are the coexponents of the group.
Solomon [16] shows that df 1 , . . . , df generate the S G -module of invariant different forms as an exterior algebra: for each p,
We recall a related result for Ω χ , the S G -module of χ-invariant forms. The space of χ-invariant polynomials, S χ , has rank 1 as an S G -module. Let Q χ ∈ S be a (homogeneous) generator:
(Note that Q χ is only defined up to a nonzero scalar.) The degree of Q χ is the χ-exponent, e χ (see Lemma 5) . The polynomial Q χ divides the exterior product of any two χ-invariant forms (see Shepler [14] ) and we define a multiplication on Ω χ called χ-wedging: 
Furthermore, there exist forms satisfying (1) and (2) , and Ω χ is an exterior algebra:
We 
gives a degree-preserving duality between semi-invariant differential forms and vector field forms:
Exponents of twisted reflection representations
We collect some observations about χ-invariant forms, where χ is any linear character of the reflection group G. These observations in turn provide various combinatorial relations among χ-exponents and χV -exponents. The main result of this section is Corollary 13.
Let A denote the collection of reflecting hyperplanes in V for the group G. For each hyperplane H in A, let s H be a reflection of maximal order fixing H pointwise. Let l H in V * be a linear form with H = ker l H . Stanley [19] gives a formula for Q χ :
the polynomial which defines the hyperplane arrangement A. Steinberg [20] gave a proof that the determinant of the Jacobian derivative of a set of basic invariants is Q det up to a nonzero scalar. The image of this Jacobian determinant is nonzero in the coinvariant algebra (for example, see [10, Lemma 6] 
As H was arbitrary, Q χ divides Q χ ω, and each η i is χ -invariant. By Lemma 6 and Theorem 2,
up to a nonzero scalar. Hence, by Theorem 2, η 1 , . . . , η generate Ω χ . 
Corollary 8. Generators of
by Theorem 2, and hence
det Q χ det vol by Lemma 6. On the other hand, the S G -module of det-invariant -forms is generated by Q det 2 vol, and thus 
Conversely, if χ is trivial, then Q χ = 1 and we may take ω i := df i .
We obtain some combinatorial identities by applying Lemmas 5 and 6 and Corollary 3 to Theorem 2, Propositions 9, 10, and 12, Lemma 7, and Corollary 4. Note that the coexponents are m * i = e −i (V * ) in the corollary below, and recall that e(det) is the number of reflections in G.
Corollary 13. Assume G is irreducible. For any irreducible G-module M , label the M -exponents in increasing order: e 1 (M ) ≤ . . . ≤ e dim M (M ). Let χ be any linear character of G. Then: (a) e(χ det) = e(det) − e( χ ). (b) e 1 (χV ) + . . . + e (χV ) = ( − 1)e(χ) + e(χ det). (c) e(χ) − e
−i (V * ) ≤ e i (χV ) ≤ e(χ) + e i (V ) for i = 1, . . . , . (d) if χ = 1, then some e i (χV ) = e(χ) − 1. (
e) χ is wholly nontrivial if and only if e i (χV ) = e(χ) − e
−i (V * ) for i = 1, . .
. , . (f ) χ is trivial if and only if e i (χV ) = e(χ) + e i (V ) for
i = 1, . . . , . (g) e i ( χ V ) = e( χ ) − e(χ) + e i (χV ) for i = 1, . . . , . (h) e i (χV * ) = e(det) − e i ( χ det V ) for i = 1, . . . , .
Springer's Theory of Regular Elements
The invariant theory of reflection groups generated by = dim V reflections is particularly appealing. We recall Springer's theory of regular elements. A vector v in V is regular if its isotropy group in G is trivial. Steinberg [ for each i. Examples include Coxeter groups and Shephard groups. Theorem 16 below implies that if G is a duality group, then d is a regular number. The converse is false, e.g., d is regular for the group G 31 , but G 31 is not a duality group. Orlik and Solomon [11, Theorem 5.5] observe (among other equivalences) that G is a duality group if and only if G can be generated by = dim V reflections. They examine the irreducible groups case-by-case. Bessis [2] gives a proof of this result which avoids case-by-case analysis using an observation by Lehrer and Springer [8] . Lehrer and Michel [7] give a case-free proof of this observation, which is the next theorem. The degrees of G are the degrees of the basic invariants m i + 1 for i = 1, . . . . The codegrees of G are the integers m * i − 1 for i = 1, . . . .
Theorem 16. An integer d is a regular number for G if and only if d divides as many degrees as codegrees.
The following result is false for many non-duality groups. 
Constructing semi-invariant forms
We show how to construct generators for semi-invariant forms using differential operators. (This method produces an explicit C-basis for the isotypic component of the coinvariant algebra whose type is any twisted reflection representation.) We list the explicit χV -exponents and χ-invariant forms for the irreducible reflection groups (except the infinite family) in tables at the end.
We may assume that the reflection group G preserves a Hermitian inner product, V × V → C. The inner product induces a natural map from S(V ) to S = S(V * ), say p → ∂p. Identify S(V ) with the algebra of differential operators to obtain a map
f (where (∂p)f is the result of applying the differential operator ∂p to f ). This map preserves the group action: (g∂p)(gf ) = g(∂p(f )) for every g in G and polynomials p, f in S. This implies that the induced "star and bar" map from the product space of derivations and polynomials to the space of differential forms preserves semi-invariance: Proposition 18. Let χ and τ be linear characters of G. The natural map
given by
Denote the image of a derivation θ and a polynomial f ∈ S under this map by θf (a differential form). Let ωf (a derivation) denote the image of a differential form ω and a polynomial f ∈ S under the analogous map ( Hence, df 1 f , . . . , df f form a set of invariant derivations with the same (polynomial) degrees as θ 1 , . . . , θ . Do they form a set of basic derivations? Similarly, does the set of χ-invariant forms
Corollary 17 suggests that a generating set of Ω χ may be chosen from this set when G is a duality group. We verify this suggestion in the observation below using basic invariants from Shephard and Todd [13] . The observation after suggests a pattern for nonduality groups as well. Both observations seem likely for the family G(r, p, ) although we have not checked details. We give the explicit χ and χV -exponents and some illustrative examples in tables below. Klein's invariants [6] appear in Table 1. Table 2 gives basic derivations in terms of differential operators for the exceptional groups. (The Coxeter groups are omitted since the coefficients of each θ i are just the coefficients of df −i .) Tables  3 and 4 list the exceptional groups and give the polynomial Q χ , its degree (the χ-exponent e(χ)), and generators of Ω χ and their degrees (the χV -exponents) for each linear character χ of G. We omit those duality groups whose only linear characters are det and the trivial character, since these two cases are well understood. The symbol indicates a nonduality group throughout. The χV -exponents were first computed from character tables using a version of Molien's theorem and the software GAP and Mathematica. It may be interesting to note that for a fixed two-dimensional exceptional group, one may compute all the semi-invariant forms and derivations from just one polynomial. 
Observation 20. Let G be an irreducible duality group, G = G(r, p,

